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Scientific process is fundamentally 
changing due to AI



How can we best utilize AI tools in science?

AI has the potential to change every step of the 
science research lifecycle

AI can speed up scientific discovery process - no 
repetitive tasks

Completely new AI generated hypothesis?

AI use should be disclosed





Supervised learning over the years…

Marine debris segmentation

Atmospheric phenomena 
identification

COVID 19 indicators

Labeling tools



Limitations of Supervised Learning

Maskey et al. “Advancing AI for Earth Science: A Data Systems 
Perspective,” AGU Eos 2020

● Training data is the main component of 
supervised machine learning techniques 
and is increasingly becoming the main 
bottleneck to advance applications of 
machine learning techniques in Earth 
science.

● Geoscience models must generalize 
across space and time; however, for 
supervised learning one needs large 
training datasets to build generalizable 
models.



AI foundation models
● Large-scale models pre-trained on vast amounts of data, 

serving as a starting point for fine-tuning on specific 
tasks

● Unlike traditional models FMs are pre-trained on general 
data and then adapted to specialized tasks

● Pre-training captures broad knowledge, allowing for 
versatility across multiple applications

● Substantially reduce the downstream effort for building 
AI applications, including the need for large labeled 
training datasets



Geospatial foundation model with Harmonized Landsat Sentinel-2: Prithvi

● Build with collaboration with IBM Research
● Initial version released are 100M and 300M 

parameter models
● Masked Autoencoder where attention mechanism is 

extended  in space and time
● Being evaluated for adaptation for different 

categories of downstream tasks

Collaborators: IBM, UAH, Clark University, ORNL, Hugging Face

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.18660.pdf





Understanding of foundational knowledge

Knowledge of AI is critical to 
develop scientific applications

Scientific knowledge is critical to 
evaluating AI results

Source: WIRED



Ethical issues

Bias and Fairness

Transparency and Explainability

Safety and Security

Human-AI Collaboration



What AI advances are needed to realize science goals?

AI = Algorithm + Data (lots of data): 
Algorithms that can learn from less data?

Novel data management

X-disciplinary tools

Optimization techniques

Ethical and explainable AI

Automated hypothesis generation

Affordable



AI Integration in every step of the scientific discovery 
and understanding

Responsible AI outputs 

Efficient data utilization and model development 

Collaboration and Open Science 

Need for foundational science and computer science 
knowledge

Infrastructure and ecosystem development

Transforming Science with AI


